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The effects of golf training in patients with stroke: a pilot study
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ABSTRACT

Background: Stroke is the most common neurological disease and the primary cause of lifelong disability in
industrialized countries. Because of this it is important to investigate any kind of successful therapy.

Methods: From the 24 recruited stroke patients who were between 23 and 72 years old, 14 patients were
separated either in a golf training group (EG), or a social communication meeting (CG). Both groups met
for one hour sessions, twice a week, for ten weeks. All participants completed assessment tests before and
after the experimental period: cognitive tests measuring attention (Go/No-Go task), visual-spatial memory
(Block-Tapping test) and mental rotation performance (MRT); a balance test (Berg Balance Scale), and an
emotional well-being test (CES-D-Scale).

Results: The results show that both groups improved in the CES Scale, the block-tapping test and the balance
test. In addition, stroke patients who received a golf training showed a significant improvement in the MRT
comparing to the control group (CG).

Conclusion: It is indicated that golf training can improve visual imagery ability in stroke patients, even late
after stroke.

Key words stroke, golf exercises, rehabilitation, cognition, motor skills, emotions, visual-spatial cognition

Introduction

The main goal of this study is to investigate
the effectiveness of a coordinative specific golf
training for patients late after stroke. Because
stroke is the most common neurological disease,
with approximately one million first-time stroke
incidents in Europe each year (Truelsen et al.,
2006), and the primary cause of lifelong disability
in industrialized countries (Johnston et al., 2009),
it is important to investigate any kind of successful
therapy. There are several different forms of stroke,
which have different causes and effects. The most
frequent form is the ischemic stroke. Here, blood
supply to a specific part of the brain is reduced;
accordingly this area of the brain no longer functions
properly. Ischemic stroke occurs mainly in people
over 65 years old, however, 25% of patients are
younger than 60 years and 15% are younger
than 45 years. Because of the modern lifestyle,
risk factors (physical inactivity, increasing diabetes,
and obesity disorders) for suffering a stroke have
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increased. Depending on which area of the brain
is affected, stroke patients often experience a
variety of neuropsychological and motor deficits
that can reduce their cognitive, emotional, and
motor performance. These disabilities have been
a matter of research and it has been shown that
cognitive processes such as perception, memory,
attention, language, and executive function are
typically impaired (Chen et al., 2013). There are
also deficits in motor performance such as paresis,
loss of balance or mobility. Consequently, there is a
change in quality of life, which often leads to mood
disorders such as depression.

Physical rehabilitation after stroke

Beside the well-known health-promoting effects
of physical activity in healthy people (Duncan
et al., 1998; Shepherd, 2001) exercise therapy is an
integral part in the post-stroke rehabilitation process
with a favorable effect on activities of daily life in
patients with stroke (Kwakkel et al., 2004). Motor
functions in stroke patients can be improved by
special physical training such as circuit training (van
de Port et al., 2012), cycle ergometer intervention
(Potempa et al., 1995), or bilateral movement
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training (Cauraugh and Summers, 2005). A meta-
analysis showed that task-oriented circuit training
compared to usual therapeutic exercise enhances
gait speed, walking distance, and stair climbing
exercise performance (Wevers et al., 2009). Duncan
et al. (2003) investigated the influence of a 12-
week exercise therapy compared to a traditional
rehabilitation program in improving balance, agility,
strength, endurance, and functionality of the lower
extremities. Compared to the CG the experimental
group (EG) showed significant progress in balance,
endurance, and agility.

In summary it can be assumed that augmented
exercise enhances motor skills after stroke.
Furthermore, there is some evidence that exercise
also increases cognitive performance (Colcombe
and Kramer, 2003; Angevaren et al., 2008).
Cumming et al. (2012) consider in a review of
twelve studies, the influence of physical activity on
cognitive function in stroke patients. They showed
that increased physical activity primarily benefits the
working memory, attentional skills, visual-spatial
cognition, and executive functions (Pyöriä et al.,
2007; das Nair and Lincoln, 2008).

Pyöriä et al. (2007) compared the effects of a
12 month activating therapy to a traditional therapy
group and demonstrated a significant improvement
in the activating therapy group in terms of memory,
visual-spatial, and visual inattention while no
improvements were perceived in the traditional
therapy group. According to the review of Hillman
et al. (2008) there is a growing number of
intervention studies which have examined whether
fitness training has a positive effect on different
aspects of perception and cognition. Based on the
growing amount of evidence it can be assumed that
there is a relationship between increased physical
activity and cognitive performance. However, there
are few studies that investigate the type of
movements which are optimal for cognitive impact.

Marzolini et al. (2013) showed that a combina-
tion of strength and endurance training after a stroke
leads to general cognitive improvements, especially
in the areas of attention and executive functions.
Quaney et al. (2009) examined the influence of
eight-week aerobic exercise training on cognitive
and motor functions compared to a stretching
intervention. There were significant improvements
in cognitive processing speed for the aerobic group
compared to the stretching group.

It is assumed that emotional well-being and
cognitive functioning may be related to each other.
In addition, it is indicated that physical activity
can influence the psychological well-being (Roth,
1989). Most studies on the topic were conducted
with older people as participants (Arent et al., 2000;
Strawbridge et al., 2002).

Unfortunately, there are not many studies which
investigate the effects of exercise on emotional
well-being in stroke patients. Lai et al. (2006)
demonstrated that exercise may help decrease post-
stroke depressive symptoms. In this study the
treatment included flexibility, strength, balance,
and endurance exercises. Penninx et al. (2001)
have also shown that aerobic exercise can lower
depressive symptoms in stroke patients.

To summarize, there are currently many studies
demonstrating that exercise-based therapy can
enhance the motor, emotional, and cognitive
recovery after stroke. But there are fewer studies
regarding the effects of specific exercise treatments,
such as coordinative exercises.

Influence of coordinative training and golf on
cognitive, emotional and physical well-being
Coordination is the interaction of sensory organs,
peripheral and central nervous system, and muscles.
Coordinative training focuses on an improvement
of balance, eye-hand coordination, agility, and
accuracy. The everyday life and a lot of different
sports demand a high level of coordination skills.
The effect of a coordinative training, karate in this
study, has already shown for emotional well-being in
older healthy adults (Jansen and Dahmen-Zimmer,
2012). Studies with stroke patients were quite rare:
Boı̆ko et al. (2008) showed that specific coordinative
exercises which include “brain gymnastics” improve
cognitive functions, mood, and quality of life in
post-stroke patients. In this study 82 patients
were randomly allocated to two groups. The
EG participated in brain gymnastic exercises; the
CG joined a standard rehabilitative treatment.
Caraugh and Summers (2005) also confirmed a
positive relationship between coordinative exercises
and cognition after stroke. They assumed that
bilateral movements have potential to expedite the
progress of chronic stroke recovery. They concluded
that executing bilateral movements post-stroke
may facilitate cortical neural plasticity (Cauraugh
and Summers, 2005). Furthermore, golf as a
coordinative sport has been investigated in the post-
stroke research. Shatil et al. (2005) have shown
that golf as a rehabilitation measure leads to
better functional balance and quality of life than
a conventional physiotherapy.

GOAL OF THIS STUDY

The main goal of this study was to investigate
whether there is a positive influence of coordinative
golf exercises in stroke patients late after stroke
regarding their cognitive, emotional, and physical
performance. These specific golf exercises were
chosen because they include a high amount
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Table 1. Age, time of stroke, and number of sessions for each group

TIME OF STROKE NUMBER OF

AGE (Y E A R S) (Y E A R S A F T E R ST R O K E) SESSIONS
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Golf training group M = 55.14 (SD = 17.64) M = 3.43 (SD = 1.81) M = 18.14 (SD = 1.57)
Social communication group M = 53.14 (SD = 13.54) M = 3.86 (SD = 1.67) M = 19.14 (SD = 0.37)

of coordinative exercises, which are supposed
to relate to cognition (Caraugh and Summers,
2005). Furthermore, more evidence came from
a neuroscientific study with experience golfer
who show a higher amount of grey matter in a
specific brain area which relates to visual-spatial
performance. To determine the effects of golf,
we included an EG which received a specific
coordinative golf training and a CG which attended
a communication meeting. We hypothesized that
the EG would show a greater improvement in
balance ability, well-being, visual-spatial memory
span, and MRT compared to the CG after the ten
week treatment.

Method

Participants
In total 24 patients were recruited by advertisements
in the local radio, newspapers, and the local
neurological rehabilitation clinic. Because they
differed in age and time since the stroke incident,
they were matched in pairs by age and date of the
stroke. This resulted in seven pairs with 14 patients.
After this one patient of this pair was assigned to
one of the two groups, either the golf training or the
social communication group. The patients of each
group did not differ according to age t(12) = 0.238,
n.s., time of the stroke, t(12) = −1.635, n.s., or
the time they participated in the training sessions,
t(12) = −1.635, n.s., (see Table 1).

None of the patients had experience in playing
golf before participating in this study. Independent
of this golf intervention all patients took part in
common treatments such as physiotherapy and
occupational therapy for one hour twice a week.

The ethical review committee was informed.

Material

TE S T S

All participants completed assessment tests before
and after the intervention: cognitive tests measuring
inhibition (Go/No-Go task), visual-spatial memory
(Block-Tapping task) and MRT; a balance test
(Berg Balance Scale); and an emotional well-being

test (CES-D-Scale). The tests are described as
follows.

Go/No-Go task (Nosek and Banaji, 2001)
The Go/No-Go task is a computerized method

that validates inhibition as the ability to suppress
non-adequate responses to irrelevant stimuli.
Participants must respond to only one of the two
possible stimuli which are randomly presented.
While one stimulus requires a response the other
stimulus does not. The test consists of a single run
of 100 stimuli presented on a computer screen,
70 stimuli require a response and 30 do not.
Dependent variables are the reaction time and the
number of incorrect responses. The objectiveness
of the Go/No-Go task is very high, because it
is a standardized instruction presented on the
screen.

Block-Tapping task (BTT) (Corsi, 1972)
The BTT is a test used to assess visual-spatial

short term working memory.
The test instrument consists of a base plate with

nine wooden blocks attached to the surface. The
experimenter taps a series of blocks on the board,
moving to a new block every second. Then, the
participant must tap in the same order. The test
consists of eight items, each with three trials. For
each correctly repeated sequence, the participant
receives one point, so that a maximum of 24
points can be achieved. The dependent variable is
the number of points earned, which measures the
visual-spatial memory.

Mental Rotation Test (MRT) (Peters et al., 1995)
Mental rotation ability was measured using a

psychometric MRT (paper and pencil test). The test
procedure lasted about 15 min per participant. The
participants were presented with sheets of paper
that had a standard object on the left and four
comparison objects on the right side (see Figure 1).
Two of the comparison items were the same and
two were mirror reversed. Participants had to decide
which of the two comparison items were the same
as the standard item. There were a total of 24 tasks
presented in two blocks with 12 tasks each. The
participants were given three minutes to solve each
block. One point was given only if both correct
sample stimuli of a cube figure were identified
correctly. Participants could achieve a maximum
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Figure 1. One task in the Mental Rotation Test of Peters et al. (1995).

of 24 points. The dependent variable was the
total score of correct items received in both test
blocks.

Berg Balance Scale (BBS) (Berg et al., 1989)
The BBS is a 14 item scale designed to measure

balance of the older adults and is especially suitable
for patients with neurological disorders. There are
14 items that are scored on a range from 0 to 4.
A score of 0 represents the inability to accomplish
the task while a score of 4 is given if the participant
completes the task correctly. A maximum score is 56
possible points. Scores of 0–20 demonstrate balance
impairment, 21–40 represent suitable balance, and
41–56 show good balance. The items include simple
mobility tasks (ex: transfers, standing unsupported,
sit-to-stand) and more difficult tasks (ex: tandem
position, turning 360°, single-leg position). The test
has a reliability and objectivity of r = 0.99 and r =
0.98.

CES-D-Scale (Hautzinger and Bailer, 1993)
The CES-D-scale, here a short form, is a

common screening tool for self-assessment of
depressive symptoms. The questions refer to the
last week and have to be evaluated with a four-point
response option (0 = rarely or none of the time; 3 =
more or all of the time). Total scores are calculated
by adding response values for the 15 individual
items. The CES-D total score can range from 0–
60 points. Higher scores indicate strong depressive
symptoms. A score of 17 indicates the existence of
a serious depressive disorder.

Training sessions

GOLF TRAINING

During the 10 week period the patients of the
EG received golf training twice a week for 1 h,
which resulted in 20 sessions. The training sessions
provided instruction for specific golf exercises
thought to enhance the cognitive and motor
performance of stroke patients.

Patients performed specific coordinative exer-
cises with a golf club and a ball on a putting
green in the golf room of a neurological clinic. The
aim was to introduce golf, both establishing the
patient’s first contact with the sport and teaching
them basic techniques under simplified conditions.

Figure 2. An example of a specific golf task that has been

performed during the intervention.

Priority was given to the development of eye-hand
coordination and balance ability. To achieve this,
most of the exercises included a combination of
typical golf movements and additional cognitive
tasks. For example: Participants were presented
with several numbered areas in which the ball
must be played with a golf club (see Figure 2).
They were all asked at the same time: In which
month does spring start? The participants had to
think about the correct answer before trying to play
the ball in the corresponding area (in this case
it was area number 3). Each exercise included a
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combination of performing a cognitively demanding
task and a coordinative activity. All patients were
able to perform the exercises safely. The training
was adapted to the abilities of each patient based
on their individual impairments. If a patient was
not able to use both hands due to hemiparesis,
a so called broomstick putter or belly stick putter
was given to him, which offered him an additional
stability. Another patient with visual impairment
used a colored golf ball instead of an usual white
ball.

Social communication group
Patients of the CG engaged in a social communica-
tion meeting including group discussion, reading,
and common game activities. In the beginning,
we focused on reading and talking. For this, the
participants had to take turns reading stories out
loud to each other. Various stories were used, such
as topics of the daily newspaper or crime stories.
After the text was read, the investigator directed
questions to the participants to initiate a discussion.
The CG also played various parlor games such as
the card game Memory (also known as Pairs). Games
were used to include a cognitive component. All
patients were included in all games equally. Patients
attended the control treatment for ten weeks, twice
a week, for one hour, which resulted in a maximum
of 20 sessions.

PROCED U R E

Each group participated in either golf training (EG)
or a social communication meeting (CG). Both
groups met for one hour sessions, twice a week,
for ten weeks. The tests were completed one week
before the intervention started again one week after
the intervention finished.

DESIGN

This study has a pre-post design with two
different groups, an EG, which received the golf
training and a CG, a social communication group.
Dependent measurements were the pre- and post-
test performance described above.

Statistical analysis
Due to the small sample size and the fact that
not in every measurement normal distribution was
reached, we used non-parametric analysis. First
of all, we used the Mann–Whitney U-Test to
investigate, if there is a group difference in the pre-
test measurements. Second, we analyzed if patients
improved their performance from the first test to
the second test in each dependent measurement
using the Wilcoxon-Test., overall and for each
group. In the dependent measurements in which

an improvement was shown we calculated the
difference values for each measurement, and used
the Mann–Whitney-Test to determine if group
(golf group vs. social communication group) had
a significant influence on final performance.

Results

Pre-test differences
The Mann–Whitney U-Test showed only a
significant difference in the pre-test for the
BBS between groups, with a significant better
performance of the golf training group, U =
6, z = −2.40, p < 0.05. None of the pre-
test measurements showed a significant correlation
between the years since the stroke appeared and the
pre-test measurements.

Overall pre- and post-test outcome
The results show a significant improvement in the
post-test, independent of the factor “group”, for
the dependent measurements: mental rotation, z =
−2.11, p < 0.05; depression, z = −2.21, p < 0.05;
Go/No-Go task (only analysis of error rate), z =
−1.99, p < 0.05; BBS, z = −2.36, p < 0.05; and an
almost significant difference for the block-tapping
test, z = −1.93, p = 0.054. All means and standard
deviations are presented in Table 2.

Pre-and Post-test outcome within each group
For the golf training group there was a significant
improvement in the post-test compared to the
pre-test for the following measurements: mental
rotation, z = −2.38, p < 0.05; depression, z =
−2.21, p < 0.05; and or the block-tapping test, z
= −2.23, p < 0.05. For the social communication
group none of the post-test showed a significant
improvement compared to the pre-test.

Group difference
The Mann–Whitney test only showed an influence
of the factor “group” for the difference score in
the MRT, U = 6, z = −2.42, p < 0.05. The golf
training group (M = 3.51, SD = 1.9) improved
more from the pre- to the post-test than the social
communication group (M = .28; SD = 2.42).
The effect size was high, d = 1.49. In all other
difference scores there was no influence of the factor
“group” (all p > 0.01). All effect sizes (d) in the
difference score between groups of each dependent
measurements are given in Table 2.
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Discussion

Concerning our hypotheses, that the EG shows a
greater improvement in balance ability, well-being,
visual-spatial memory span, and MRT compared
to the CG after the ten week treatment, we only
could show a greater improvement in the MRT.
Both groups (EG and CG) improved in emotional
well-being, balance, inhibition, and visual-spatial
short term working memory. Investigating this
improvement in more detail it was shown, that social
communication group did not improve significantly
but the effect sizes in Table 2, especially for the
Go/No-Go test show, that this result might be due
to the small sample size. With a larger sample size,
a significant improvement at least for attention and
inhibition measurement should be found also for
the social communication group. This is in line with
literature, which shows that social interaction plays
an important role in various domains of learning
(Meltzoff et al., 2009).

For the Golf training group, the improvement for
the MRT, the block-tapping test and the depression
score revealed significance. These results compared
to the overall significant improvements of both
group is due to the small sample size in each group.

The significant improvement in MRT, the ability
to imagine an object rotated from its original
position, after golf exercises suggests that golf
training can improve visual imagery ability in
stroke patients. Furthermore, as mentioned in the
introduction it is in line with a study of Jäncke
et al. (2009) who showed that skilled golfers had
higher grey matter volumes in the intraparietal
sulcus, a brain area which is also activated during
a MRT (Jordan et al., 2001). The result that golf,
a coordinative sport, can have influence on MRT
is comparable to other studies investigating motor
training on MRT. As Wiedenbauer et al. (2007)
have already presented, manual rotation training,
such as hand rotations or eye-hand coordination
tasks enhances MRT in adults. Wohlschlaeger
and Wohlschlaeger (1998) have hypothesized that
mental and motor rotations share the same neural
processes which control both the imagined and the
physical rotation. This supports studies which have
examined the relationship between coordinative
tasks, such as juggling, and visual imagery ability.
The study of Draganski et al. (2004) helps to
confirm this idea by demonstrating that changes
in neurological processes occur due to coordinative
tasks. Jansen et al. (2009) have specifically examined
the influence of juggling on MRT and found that
juggling training does improve MRT.

There is a lot of evidence to support a
relationship between coordinative exercise and
visual imagery performance, however there are
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no studies investigating those effects in stroke
patients. We only found one study examining the
effectiveness of golf training after stroke (Shatil
et al., 2005). But the main emphasis has never been
put on the mental rotation.

The improvement in MRT in this study might
be due to the fact that the golf exercises included
additional visual imagination tasks. Research has
been conducted investigating the effects of dual-task
conditions in stroke patients (Hyndman et al., 2006;
Lord et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2007). The dual-task
paradigm or cognitive-motor interference (CMI)
conditions combine motor tasks and cognitive
tasks in one exercise. The effects of those CMI
conditions have been observed across all ages,
especially following stroke (Dennis et al., 2009).
The improvement in mental rotation is very
important because one might expect transfers to
other tasks. This ability is indispensable for everyday
life: to reach for a cup of coffee, we have to know the
start position of the hand and the target localization
of the cup. It is well established that mental rotation
ability is important for different cognitive aspects
such as problem solving (Geary et al., 2000),
mathematics (Hegarty and Kozhevnikov, 1999),
and science (Peters et al., 1995).

The result of the positive effect of golf exercises
on mental rotation is emphasized by the positive
effect on the visual-spatial memory test. Even the
improvement for the golf training group did not
reach significance, the high effect size (d = 0.95)
gives a hint that the non-significance might be only
due to the small sample size. This result justifies
larger size trials in further studies.

The present study is similar to that of Boı̆ko
et al. (2008); they confirmed positive effects of
brain gymnastics on cognitive function, emotional
well-being and quality of life in stroke patients.
We recommend that future studies also use
neuromuscular or coordinative tasks to further
investigate more effective therapies for stroke
rehabilitation.

Additionally, there is an increasing body of
evidence that suggests that exercise after stroke has
a number of benefits. This is the reason for official
exercise program recommendations post-stroke.
Neuromuscular exercises are also recommended,
such as aerobic or strength training (Gordon, 2004).
The present study confirms and adds to the findings
that coordinative training is effective for stroke
rehabilitation. Additionally, the use of golf training
for rehabilitation of other neurological disorders
should be investigated.

In addition to the positive results on MRT for
the EG group, both groups improved in emotional
well-being, balance, inhibition, and visual-spatial
short term working memory. This suggests that

any type of group activity may help to improve
emotional and cognitive symptoms. This is an
important result which should be considered further
in rehabilitation programs. The CG was a social
group which performed cognitive tasks, such as
playing “pairs”, for this, the improvement in some
cognitive measurements seems to be possible.

None of the patients were in the acute phase,
meaning that the stroke occurred on an average
of 3.5 years earlier. This suggests that even after
the critical period for stroke rehabilitation has
passed, social and coordinative activity can enhance
cognitive performance. One indication for the high
value of both groups is the great compliance of the
patients; each participant attended at least 18 of the
20 training sessions.

Limitations

The present study has shown that a specific
golf training can enhance visual-spatial imagery
in patients with late stroke. The current study
is limited by the small number of participants,
for this it can only be seen as a pilot study.
The time intensive nature of the program only
allowed patients from the region to be included.
Patients were matched according to age and date
of the stroke incident to meet high experimental
criteria, but the small number of patients in
each group might prevent applying this result to
the general population. Furthermore, the length
of the treatment should be increased in further
studies and the sustainability of the effects should
be investigated when golf training and social
communication are eliminated.
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